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Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind: Narrative Complexity 

It’s surely not easy to make a film with a sci-fi concept of erasing someone from one’s 

brain and tell the story coherently. It must be harder to make it also feel like a romantic comedy. 

It must be even harder to tell the story nonlinearly, balancing the storylines of six complex 

characters. However, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004) does all of those things, and 

it has rightfully become an acclaimed film for having a complex, unique narrative that yet still 

grabs the viewer’s attention. 

At first glance, the film can be identified as a “simple multiple” narrative structure. Joel 

is made out to be our protagonist – the storyline that impacts the characters most is what happens 

to Joel, as he is having his memories of ex-girlfriend Clementine erased. We follow Joel’s 

journey from the very beginning of the film to the very end. However, as we see the process of 

his memory being erased, Clementine is constantly with Joel (in his mind), and she ultimately 

becomes an additional protagonist alongside Joel. Additionally, the four supporting characters 

have their own storylines: we see Stan, Patrick, Mary, and Dr. Mierzwiak interacting with each 

other as Joel’s surgery progresses, which on its own is an effective storyline that ultimately 

affects the ending of Joel and Clementine’s journey together.  

This turns the film’s “simple multiple” narrative structure into a complex one. It’s not 

quite an “integrated double” narrative structure because, although we have one storyline between 

the two main characters and another among the supporting characters, there is even more 

interaction among the six. Stan works with Patrick, Mary comes to see Stan, Mierzwiak comes to 

help Stan and has a moment with Mary, and Patrick even goes to see Clementine. The 



characters’ paths intersect and overlap throughout the film, classifying it as a “complex multiple” 

narrative structure. However, this term is still very loose, because Joel’s storyline and his 

relationship with Clementine are what move the story along most. But again, the supporting 

characters’ storylines (particularly Mary’s) greatly impact that of the two main characters. 

However, the confusion doesn’t stop there, as Eternal Sunshine experiments with not 

only the multiple narrative structure, but also the Three-Act Structure. At first glance, the film 

begins with “setup” of Joel and Clementine’s relationship, followed by the “inciting incident” of 

her having him erased from her memory and his “point of no return” of getting the same surgery 

done to him. But as the film goes on, we realize that the story is in fact told nonlinearly, and the 

beginning of the film is chronologically much later in the storyline. The “setup” is actually the 

“climax” – Joel has the surgery done and has Clementine gone from his memory, the story’s 

“lowest point”, but then he meets her again, leading to the “resolution” of their relationship 

coming back together. 

Emotionally, however, the film does follow the Three-Act Structure by leading the 

viewer to believe that the very beginning is in fact “setup”, followed by the aforementioned 

“inciting incident” and “point of no return”. There’s even a coherent “midpoint” among all six 

characters, where Joel begins to resist the surgery, Patrick and Clementine start to experience 

tension, and Stan has to bring in Mierzwiak to help, leading to his moment with Mary. The 

“lowest point”, where Mary discovers that she herself had surgery done to forget Mierzwiak, and 

Clementine finally leaves Joel’s mind completely, occurs late in the film, but because the story is 

told nonlinearly and the “climax” technically happened at the beginning, the viewer stays 

connected to the story. 

But the main reason why Eternal Sunshine keeps viewers engaged in the material, no 

matter how complex, nonlinear, and confusing it may get, is because there is a theme that ties all 

the storylines together. The film is all about love: how people fall in and out of it, the forms that 



love may take, the pains that people may take to get rid of it, and how we can never avoid being 

attracted to people, no matter how hard we try. This latter idea is emphasized most of all when 

we discover that when Mary kisses Mierzwiak, it’s not the first time it’s happened; later, the 

same surprise happens to Joel and Clementine when they discover their history together. But in 

the end, they reconcile and decide to make the relationship work, despite their faults. This idea is 

what turns the film from a quirky science-fiction story into a heartfelt romantic comedy: among 

all the complexity and experimentation in the narrative, there is still emotion, empathy, and heart 

that makes viewers want to keep coming back. 
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